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EUROPE   
MISPRICED  

 BY STEEN JAKOBSEN

EUROPE WILL OUTPERFORM THE US

It is an old investor truth that profit is best found in 
mispriced assets and illiquidity . The more wrongly priced 
the asset, the higher the expected return . It’s similar 
with liquidity: more liquidity equals less expected profit.
George Soros expanded on this theme in his general 
theory of reflexivity, stating that:

“Usually in far-from-equilibrium situations, the divergence 
between perceptions and reality leads to a climax 
which sets in motion a positive feedback process in the 
opposite direction”

We at Saxo Bank think this is precisely the situation in 
Europe. The gap between perception and reality is very 
wide, and this sets up attractive trades and narratives: 
long EUR, cyclical stocks, and general growth for the 
region .

European assets, except German fixed income, 
presently carry a small or large discount based on 
nervousness about the French and German elections 
and the end result of the UK’s Brexit. Some of these 
concerns are valid; others are valid but overpriced. 
Most, however, are based on fear alone as we see the 
European economy outperforming the US over the 
course of the next four years.

What non-Europeans often fail to add to their 
assessment is the massive amount of political capital 
invested in Europe and the euro .  

Don’t forget that Europe’s politicians are still far more 
in favour of Europe than its voters. In the words of 
European Commission president Jean-Claude Juncker 
(from his 2015 state of the union speech): 

“There is not enough Europe in this Union . And there is 
not enough union in this Union”

Such sentiments aside, of course, Europe is clearly 
facing a near-existential crisis. But what is the worst-
case scenario?

Marine Le Pen as the next French president is not 
impossible, but what is almost impossible is Le Pen both 
winning and calling a referendum on France leaving 
the euro. Why is this so unlikely? As the Financial Times’ 
Michael Stothard says:

MARINE LE PEN AS THE NEXT 
FRENCH PRESIDENT IS NOT 
IMPOSSIBLE, BUT WHAT IS 
ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE IS LE PEN 
BOTH WINNING AND CALLING 
A REFERENDUM ON FRANCE 
LEAVING THE EURO

The greatest trades are those that take advantage of mispriced assets and illiquidity.  
As we head into 2017’s second quarter, it increasingly appears as if the European  
instability narrative may be overblown as the continent prepares to outperform a shaky,  
“Trump trade”-dependent US .
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“Under Article 89, any constitutional change needs to be 
proposed by the government, not the President. Then it 
has to be approved by both the upper and lower houses 
and then either by public vote in a referendum or by 
majority of 60 % of the Congress. 

This means that, if she wanted to call a referendum, 
a president Le Pen would need a majority in the June 
legislative elections” .

Hence there is little to no chance of France leaving 
the euro, but the market is nonetheless maintaining 
a “wait-and-see” attitude to this particular fragment of 
instability. There is also the fact that Le Pen’s primary 
rival, En Marche! leader Emmanuel Macron, is a bit of an 
unknown quantity himself…

The biggest risk remains a new influx of immigrants; 
as the Dutch election taught us, support for populist 
parties is positively correlated with immigration levels . 
It’s not a pleasant truth, but it is a fact, thus the risk 
surrounding both a political upset and confirmation of a 
negative European outlook if Erdogan’s Turkey decides 
to reopen its borders to EU-bound migrants.

The chances of such an outcome must be calculated at 
50/50 for now, and if this is prior to either the French or 
German elections, it will quickly become a major factor.
Once the elections are done in Q3, we expect a 
significant move in the euro’s value. Europe runs a big 

current account surplus, the ECB is moving towards a 
less accommodative monetary policy stance (and is even 
considering tapering), and Central and Eastern Europe 
continues to outperform with average growth levels 
above 3%. 

Yes, Eurozone internal devaluation is working. Countries 
that are not able to devalue in their own right must 
instead rein in spending and wages . Europe will do 
better than the US in Q2, but our main global macro 
outlook still maintains that recession is more likely than 
not in the near future (12-18 months) based on the 
global credit pulse having peaked simultaneously with 
global inflation.

EUROPE   
MISPRICED

PRECISELY NO ONE THINKS 
THAT THIS MOMENTUM 
SURGE IN EQUITIES BASED ON 
HOPE, LOW YIELDS, AND THE 
DEDUCTIBILITY OF INTEREST ON 
DEBT FOR CORPORATES WILL 
END ANY TIME SOON

SOURCE: UBS
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STEEN JAKOBSEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST & CIO

Steen Jakobsen first joined Saxo Bank in 2000 and has served as both Chief Economist and 
Chief Investment Officer since 2009. He focuses on delivering asset allocation strategies and 
analysis of the overall macroeconomic and political landscape as defined by fundamentals, 
market sentiment and technical developments in the charts.

EUROPE   
MISPRICED

The biggest perception-versus-reality gap remains this 
risk of recession. While the market at large sees less 
than a 10% chance of recession, we at Saxo –together 
with our friends at South Africa’s Nedbank – see more 
than a 60% chance.

No, we are not “predicting a recession”, but our 
economic model does indicate a significant slowdown  
as the large credit impulse from China and Europe in 
the early part of 2016 has not reversed to negative, 
which should make the market conservative and risk 
averse (and certainly long US fixed income).

Along with Q2, spring is now upon us, so we will enjoy 
both the season and the “fake” economic spring we see 
now as a slowdown is coming . In this slowdown, Europe 
will do better than the US, EUR will do better than USD, 
and Asia will be under pressure to reform its way away 
from debt as the main driver of growth.

This leaves us with no option but to warn that Q2 and 
Q3 might be very different to the Trump-mania and 
unrealistic valuations we see right now . 

I write this from Zurich Airport before boarding for Hong 
Kong. I have met 30 clients over the last four weeks. 
All 30 are overweight equities, and all 30 believe more 
upside is coming .

In other words, precisely no one thinks that this 
momentum surge in equities based on hope, low yields, 
and the deductibility of interest on debt for corporates 
will end any time soon .

For my part, I will leave you with the sage advice of 
J.P. Morgan who when asked how he became rich, 
responded succinctly: 

“I TOOK MY PROFIT TOO EARLY”.
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IS FRANCE ABOUT TO BECOME 
UNGOVERNABLE? 

This is the first time since 1981 that the French 
presidential election has caused so much concern 
among foreign investors. The economic policy 
uncertainty index for France is at all-time highs while 
France’s bond spread has jumped to 60 basis points (it 
was around 20 basis points just a few months ago). 

After Brexit and the unexpected victory of Donald 
Trump in 2016, investors fear that Front National  
leader Marine Le Pen could defy the polls and make 
the impossible, possible. 
 
In many respects, the 2017 presidential race is unique in 
France’s modern history. This is the first time that:

• the incumbent president is not running for a second  
 term due to extremely bad polls and pressure to   
 withdraw coming from within his own party.
• the two traditional governing parties (the Socialist   
 Party and Les Républicains) are not automatically   
 qualified for the second round, according to polls.
• the centre – as personified by Emmanuel Macron  
 – has a chance at winning the presidency (around   
 25% of voting intentions in the first round). The last   
 time this happened was in 1974 with Valéry Giscard   
 d’Estaing’s victory .
• the extreme right and extreme left account for  
 about 40% of voting intentions in the first round  
 against about 34% for the Socialist Party and Les  
 Républicains. At the moment, populism is the  
 highest ranking “party” in France.
• two candidates (the Popular Republican Union’s   
 François Asselineau, who is forecast to receive  
 around 1% of the vote, and frontrunner Marine Le  
 Pen) are openly in favour of France exiting the  
 European Union .

AN  
UNGOVERNABLE   
FRANCE?
  BY CHRISTOPHER DEMBIK

The French election pits the forces of centrism against the right-wing nativism of the Front 
National’s Marine Le Pen. Given the French system, however, both frontrunners appear 
destined for gridlock and difficulties even if they win. Far more important for investors than the 
presidential election, in fact, are June’s legislative votes.

FOREIGN INVESTORS ARE WRONG TO FOCUS  
ON THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION; WHAT REALLY  
MATTERS ARE THE LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS”
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THE ‘LEPENISATION’ OF FRENCH SOCIETY

In 2002, then-Front National candidate Jean Marie Le 
Pen surprised everyone by qualifying for the second 
round of the presidential election with 16.86% of the 
vote (ahead of the Socialist Party candidate). At that time, 
he had no chance of becoming president and, indeed, 
failed in the second round with 17.79% of the votes. 

Fifteen years later, his daughter Marine Le Pen has 
a strong lead in the first round (with about 27% of 
the projected vote) and could receive up to 44% of 
the vote in the second round. Looking at even the 
most generous forecasts of Le Pen’s second-round 
performance, we find the Front national leader still 
comes up between two and three million votes shy of 
the total required for victory. This is no small matter.

At the same time, however, the progress Le Pen has 
made in recent years is impressive, and confirms the 
“Lepenisation” of French society.
 
This phenomenon can be explained by six main factors:

• the “dédiabolisation”, or purge of the most far-right  
 elements of the party initiated by Marine Le Pen that  
 culminated with Jean Marie Le Pen’s expulsion in 2015.
• the ideological switch from capitalism to statism and  
 protectionism .
• the fact that the Socialist Party no longer represents  
 the working class anymore; In a famous paper,  
 party think tank Terra Nova advocated abandoning  
 the working class and focusing on the upper class  
 and civil servants .
• the end of the traditional right wing’s longtime  
 strategy of avoiding making any compromise or  
 electoral agreement with the Front National .  
 Since 2007, the right has radicalised its discourse  
 (for example, with the establishment of a “Ministry of  
 national identity” from 2007 to 2010) in order to  
 seduce voters on the far right. This new strategy was  
 largely unsuccessful, but it did assist in spreading  
 the Front National’s views across French society .
• the rise of labour immigration, illegal immigration,  
 and the migrant crisis .

• the perception of rising inequality due to   
 globalisation and deindustrialisation. It must be  
 said, however, that this perception is contradicted  
 by figures that show France’s Gini index having  
 contracted to 0.29 in recent years. Taking a longer- 
 term view, the share of total income held by the  
 richest 1% went from 40% at the end of the 1930s  
 to around 8% now.

FRANCE’S TRADITIONAL  
RESPONSE TO CRISIS

Since 1958, the most common outcome for centrists 
has been joining right-wing coalitions by necessity. If we 
take a longer look at French history, however, we see 
that centrism was often the answer to crises.

It is a political movement that dates back to Blaise 
Pascal, Michel de Montaigne, and the Sillon group 
(1894-1910). During the Fifth Republic, it had its day 
of glory in the mid-1970s when it tried to provide a 
political answer to the 1973 oil shock and the ensuing 
rise in unemployment . Macron’s En Marche! movement 
follows this line and seeks to respond to voters looking 
to put an end to the left/right divide inherited from the 
Revolution, as well as the longstanding divide between 
Girondins and Jacobins. 

In France, centrism has been ascendant for short bursts 
but has never succeeded in becoming a key component 
of the political landscape. The movement’s main problem 
is linked to the fact that centrist voters are volatile voters. 

According to a study published by IFOP at the end of 
February, only 36% of Macron’s voters say they are sure 
of their votes against 58% for Benoit Hamon (Socialist 
Party), 62% for Jean Luc Mélenchon (extreme left wing), 
70% for François Fillon (Les Républicains), and 80% for 
Le Pen . 

Due to the high volatility seen among Macron’s voters, 
we cannot rule out a last-minute first-round surprise 
in favour of Fillon or even Hamon… but the chances 
remain quite low .

AN 
UNGOVERNABLE   
FRANCE?
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WHAT REALLY MATTERS IS NOT THE 
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION…

…it’s the legislative elections set to take place on June 
11 and 18 . France is a semi-presidential regime in which 
the president of the Republic is not all-powerful and 
has to deal with a parliament that holds many counter-
balancing powers. As a matter of fact, foreign investors 
are wrong to focus on the presidential election: what 
really matters is the legislative elections . There are 
essentially two possible outcomes here…

1.  LE PEN IS ELECTED PRESIDENT BUT  
 SHE IS DEPRIVED OF REAL POWERS
 
France’s electoral system (i .e . a single majority voting in 
two rounds, and not proportional voting) will prevent the 
Front National from obtaining a parliamentary majority 
at the occasion of the legislative elections (it would 
require at least 289 seats versus the two it currently 
holds). Therefore, the country would be in a situation 
of “cohabitation”. This would be the fourth time since 
1958 and the first time since the 2000 constitutional 
referendum on avoiding cohabitation as much as 
possible by aligning the duration of the presidential 
mandate with that of deputies. 

Cohabitation will prevent the Front National from 
organising a referendum on EU membership, which 
Le Pen plans to do after negotiating a “better deal” 
with Brussels . Although the French president has the 
constitutional right to hold such a referendum, it can 
only be organised by either a government proposal or a 
joint proposal of the National Assembly and the Senate. 

Even if elected, Le Pen would be in no position to 
implement most of her party’s economic and European 
programme. She would be in the uncomfortable 
position of a Third Republic president deprived of real 
powers . 

Previous cohabitation periods in the 1980s and 1990s, 
however, indicate that she could maintain leadership on 
defence issues (since the president is the head of the 
armed forces) as well as on the diplomatic front if the 
government grants her this perimeter . She would have 
little power, however, to influence domestic policy. 

2.  MACRON IS ELECTED PRESIDENT BUT HE   
 HAS THE GREATEST DIFFICULTY TO DEAL   
 WITH HIS OWN MAJORITY

The prospect of a Macron victory raises two crucial 
questions: is he in a position to have a parliamentary 
majority? If so, will he have a docile majority supporting 
him or will he face constant opposition (as was the case 
for Hollande with the left wing of the Socialist Party)?

It is likely that he will manage to secure a majority 
based on the assumption that En Marche’s legislative 
candidates will win many seats and that incumbent 
deputies from other parties (Socialist Party, UDI, 
Modem, and Alain Juppé’s supporters) will join him. 
However, he may face difficulties working with a 
heterogeneous majority ranging from the Liberals to the 
Communists . 

Macron’s initial good idea was to ask all his candidates 
to promise to vote in a dozen essential reforms, but he 
had to give it up since it is prohibited by the constitution. 
Now he can only count on a moral commitment to 
support general projects such as “modernising the 
economy” . 

Promises, as they say, only bind those that believe in 
them. The risk for Macron that his presidency will be 
immobilised by interminable parliamentary negotiations 
held to find a right-wing majority for right-wing projects 

AN 
UNGOVERNABLE   
FRANCE?
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and a left-wing majority for left-wing ones. This would 
slow down the pace of reforms and lead to concessions. 
Eventually, it could lead to political instability, as was the 
case in the worst moments of the Fourth Republic.

It does not really matter who will be elected president. 
Even if they win, the two frontrunners appear likely to 
be faced with the problem of either governing without a 
majority or with an-overly heterogeneous one . 

For the first time since 1958, parliamentarians could 
make their great return which, given the experiences 
of the Third and Fourth Republic (1871-1958), is not a 
positive signal . 

In the end, France could be ungovernable.

CHRISTOPHER DEMBIK, HEAD OF MACRO ANALYSIS

Christopher Dembik joined Saxo Bank in 2014 and has been the Head of Macro Analysis 
since 2016. He focuses on delivering analysis of monetary policies and macroeconomic 
developments globally as defined by fundamentals, market sentiment and technical analysis. 

IN FRANCE, CENTRISM HAS BEEN 
ASCENDANT FOR SHORT BURSTS 
BUT HAS NEVER SUCCEEDED IN 
BECOMING A KEY COMPONENT 
OF THE POLITICAL LANDSCAPE

AN 
UNGOVERNABLE   
FRANCE?
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EUROPEAN EQUITIES  
WILL OUTPERFORM

The reflation trade that started before Donald Trump’s 
victory in the US presidential elections accelerated in 
Q1 as global economic data improved and surprised 
against expectations. Global equities are up 6.5%1 in 
dollar terms with markets such as Hong Kong, Emerging 
Markets and Brazil the clear outperformers. We believe 
the reflation trade will end in Q2 with a healthy correc- 
tion in global equities.  

WHEN IN TROUBLE, DOUBLE 

Our Q1 view that Chinese and EM equities would 
underperform did not prove right as our stronger dollar 
forecast did not materialise with the USD Index down 
2.4% YTD easing conditions for EM equities. At the same 
time sentiment on China strengthened significantly over 
the quarter adding tailwind to key commodity markets 
benefiting countries like Brazil up 11%.

NEW  
NARRATIVE
  BY PETER GARNRY

We’re heading into a new narrative for equities in the second quarter as the Trump reflation 
trade will face obstacles, but keep a close eye on European equities and the defence sector.

1 As of March 23, 2017

Although we missed the direction and sentiment on  
China and EM, we certainly got our sector calls right .  
In our Q1 Outlook we said: 

“The obvious equity strategy, if rates continue higher, is  
to be overweight financials (excl. real estate), information 
technology, consumer discretionary and health care 
because these four sectors have the lowest net-debt-to-
EBITDA ratio .”

Three out of our four top sector picks were all the best 
performing sectors. The only miss, and a big surprise  
to us, was financials that clearly did not respond as  
positively as we estimated on the Fed’s rate hike and  
the reflation trade.

However, with EM equities at some of the highest valua- 
tion levels in six years and the reflation trade potentially 
ending in Q2, we believe EM equities this time will be the 
underperformer. As they say, when in trouble, double. In 
a more cautious risk-off Q2 environment we also believe 
investors should overweight low volatility and high quality 
stocks while selling strong momentum and value stocks. 

OUR BIG BET IN Q2 
IS THAT EUROPEAN 
EQUITIES WILL 
OUTPERFORM 
AGAINST US AND 
JAPANESE EQUITIES
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NEW 
NARRATIVE 

Our big bet in Q2 is that European equities will out- 
perform against US and Japanese equities.

Technology stocks will continue to do well simply because 
it’s the only sure way of getting a growth component into 
the equity portfolio. The fading reflation trade will likely 
also lead to underperformance by financials, but stronger 
performance among consumer stocks. The real estate 
sector could see outperformance as inflation and macro 
data disappoint dampening the outlook for higher rates.

ENERGY AND DEBT

As we have been saying for quarters now and again in 
our Q1 Outlook, the energy sector looks very vulnerable. 
The outstanding debt to assets is the highest since 1995 
fueled by cheap credit and elevated oil prices. 

The net-debt to EBITDA is also high at 3.4x coming 
off 7.6x back in August, but still at very elevated levels 
historically . Unless the oil price goes higher we estimate 
that a refinancing crisis could start again in Q2. The US 
High Yield Energy OAS Index is at around 485 bps,2 up 
almost 100 bps from the lows in January but off the 
highs of 1,600 bps in February 2016.  

With Brent pulled towards $50/barrel due to increasing 
supply from the US, Iran and Libya, we see little upside 
and thus expectations will have to be revised down 
massively . Over the next 12 months analysts are 
expecting EBITDA to grow by 112% among global energy 
companies and then steady by 10% the following years.

Our view is that the global energy sector has an 
unsustainable capital structure given the current oil 
price outlook and that debt restructuring is the only way 
to restore balance in the sector. We remain underweight 
the energy sector .
 

INFLATION PRESSURE TO FADE 

Another short-term argument against the reflation trade 
is that under the assumption of no change in the oil 
price, which is our base-case scenario, the impulse from 
oil into inflation will go from 55% year-on-year to 2% y/y. 

The impulse from Chinese producers will remain high 
in Q2 with China PPI at 7.8% y/y in February keeping 
the inflation outlook stable but not accelerating which 
is needed for this market to continue repricing asset 
classes .

2 As of March 23, 2017
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The five-year breakeven rate is at 2% and has stalled 
in recent weeks and with economic surprise indices 
across major economies at multi-year highs, macro data 
could also disappoint investors in Q2 leading to a new 
narrative. This narrative might well be stable inflation, 
but not accelerating, and there will only be marginal 
positive economic growth input from Trump as he lacks 
backing from GOP on a lot of his policies.
 

A FRENCH SURPRISE 

The first round of the French election on April 23 could 
be the decisive upside catalyst for European equities 
as the political noise has put a discount on European 
equities now trading at a 20% discount to US equities, 
the highest discount since 2012 .

While investors are focusing on Europe’s political 
landscape with upcoming elections in France and 
Germany, they seem to have missed the fact that 
Europe’s GDP growth has surged to almost 3% 
annualised, estimated by the euro-coin indicator from 
Bank of Italy. 

The drivers are improving financial conditions, upward 
pressure on prices and increasing business confidence. 
This improved economic picture and outlook is at odds 
with the valuation discount to US equities and one of 
the main reasons behind our overweight Europe and 
underweight US theme. If Macron wins the French 
election we believe French equities will outperform in 
Q2 against other European equity markets.

In addition, the Q4 earnings season showed that 
revenue and operating profits are bouncing back in 
Europe . We expect this trend to continue in the Q1 
earnings releases and in general, we expect accelerating 
revenue growth among European companies in 2017 . 

Another trend that we expect to see continuing in Q2 
is outperformance among defence companies already 
outperforming the overall equity market since Trump’s 
victory. Defence spending in the Western world is 
historically very low, but the Trump administration is 
forcing other Nato members to step up the game and 
commit to the 2% military spending of GDP as agreed to 
in the treaty . 

This new focus on military spending and increasing 
geopolitical risks close to Europe’s border will add a 
prolonged tailwind for defence companies.

THERE WILL ONLY BE MARGINAL 
POSITIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH 
INPUT FROM TRUMP AS HE LACKS 
BACKING FROM GOP ON A LOT OF 
HIS POLICIES

NEW 
NARRATIVE 

PETER GARNRY HEAD OF EQUITY STRATEGY

Peter Garnry joined Saxo Bank in 2010 and is the Head of Equity Strategy. In 2016 he became 
responsible for the Quantitative Strategies team, which focuses on how to apply computer 
models to financial markets. He produces trading strategies and analyses of the equity markets 
as well as individual company stocks, applying advanced statistics and models to beat the market.
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MARKET VALUATION  
LEVELS ARE TOO HIGH 
As we enter quarter two of the lunar year of the Fire 
Rooster, I am again struck by the magic trick pulled in 
Q1. I am of course talking about Federal Reserve chair 
Janet Yellen pulling out an entire herd of rabbits from 
her magic hat .  

Moving from first to fourth gear, we went from a Fed 
that took 12 months between the first two rate hikes, to 
rate hike number three in less than three months. And 
this mind you, from the most conservative and cautious 
Fed known to humankind. 

We went from a 30% implied probability of a March hike 
to 100% in under three weeks – yet we did not make 
significant new highs on the US 10-year rate, nor even 
close to new highs on the DXY . Whether it was planned 
or not, the “status-quo” hike by the Fed passed – at least 
by this writing – with barely a ripple. 

It’s like the market believes this is a one-and-done Fed. 
This is an interesting contrast with some of the panic 
and concerns we had seen going into the first two 
hikes of December 2015 and 2016, when some people 
thought the end of the world was around the corner.  

QUESTIONS WE SHOULD BE  
ASKING OURSELVES INTO Q2:

QUESTION 1 
If this is an overstretched equity market, why don’t 
we have the euphoria and day trading mania of the 
1999/2000 bull market – when your cab driver and 
barber were flipping tech names like hot cakes?

Overall market valuation levels are too high, positions 
tend to be hindsight-driven post a correction. Liquidity 
and sentiment are what drive direction. Of course an 
equity long/short manager or value investor would be 
shaking a very different tree. No-one in my extensive 
network knows of any HF managers who have been 
overweight equities since the great financial crisis and 
absolutely shooting out the lights. 

It’s generally been a case of people having some 
exposure but looking to add more. This continues to 
be the “most hated” equity bull market in history that 
continues to grind up. And the fact that no one has ever 
had a decent equity exposure during this cycle, means 
any dips are likely going to be bought. 

TURNING  
CONTRARIAN
  BY KAY VAN PETERSEN

The consensus has it that Donald Trump will fail but he could surprise as the US looks to  
unravel the anti-business agenda of the previous administration with upside the likely outcome.

THIS ADMINISTRATION 
AND REPUBLICAN  
MAJORITY IN 
CONGRESS WILL 
SURPRISE TO THE 
UPSIDE WHEN THE 
DUST HAS SETTLED
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And perhaps a big part of that problem is the immediacy 
bias with the GFC (despite it being in 2008), for those of 
us that traded/invested or had some exposure to it. It’s 
acted as an anchor of sorts, where we have been scared 
(wrongly so far) of a market getting ahead of itself. 

Those that have fared best are the circa 30% of the 
market that entered the industry post GFC, that did 
not get their fingers burnt, books blown up, firms 
shut down, etc. The most fascinating part about this 
business, as a snapshot at a point in time, does not give 
you the full picture – just potential winners/losers at that 
point of the race. 

The S&P 500 could easily pullback to 2,200 a circa-8% 
slide and it would be a healthy correction. I think we’d 
have to see a big upturn in the global economy and/or a 
stupendous crash from Team Trump (i.e. all manner of 
initiatives failing to pass, from a revised Obamacare, to 
tax reform initiatives, etc). 

QUESTION 2
Have US rates and dollar hit the glass ceiling, implying 
that we are back to the yield-compression trade?

I don’t think so, with US 10-year yields at around 2.40% 
I think we see 3.00% before 2.00% (barring a Marine Le 
Pen upset). The Fed looks set to finish two more hikes 
this year, with hike four of this cycle most likely due to 
fall on June 14 (May 3 is a non-press conference and pre 
round 2 of the French elections on May 7). 

Perhaps even more importantly, we’ve now seen 
a crucial pivot from the European Central Bank 
as president Mario Draghi was most likely forced 
(Bundesbank) to talk about how the deflationary genie 
has been driven back into the bottle. If we get a collapse 
in oil, the inflationary animal spirits will dissipate very 
quickly. 

However barring that (and a Le Pen upset), Eurozone 
rates are moving on up like the Jeffersons. So it makes 
sense to be short the Eurozone duration – especially on 
bunds and Italian peripherals. 

QUESTION 3
Will Trump ever deliver or will he and his administration 
continue to talk?

Despite what seems to be a 99% expectation of failure 
from Trump and his administration, we’re taking 
the other leg. Whilst it’s going to be far from pretty 
(ok it’s downright Quasimodo at the moment), this 
administration and republican majority in Congress will 
surprise to the upside when the dust has settled . 

Yes, he’s been wasting quite a bit of political capital but 
people are underestimating the exhaustion and need 
for changing stemming from eight years of anti-business 
and heavy regulation cycle under the Barack Obama and 
divided congress regime . This is a very contrarian view, 
but generally when so many agree on one thing – as the 
market seems to on Trump – the opposite happens.   

TURNING  
CONTRARIAN

I FAVOUR EUR UPSIDE, ACROSS THE MAJORITY OF  
THE CROSSES ESPECIALLY AGAINST US DOLLAR [AND] 
I THINK WE WILL GO FROM THE 1.08 HANDLE TO THE 
1.12/1.15 RANGE BEFORE THE END OF Q2
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TURNING  
CONTRARIAN

POSITIONING TACTICAL VERSUS TRATEGIC: 
 
Strategically, we’re looking to end the year being very 
long EM assets (sovereigns, EM FX with carry such as 
RUB, MXN, BRL, IDR, INR and equities) – this is based on 
the view that: 

1.  We’ll be getting to the end of the US rate cycle and  
 USD strength, as post-Yellen’s term expiring in Q1  
 2018, Trump is going to be shuffling the Fed with a  
 bevy of doves. 
2.  Inflation is robust and here to stay. This is turn will  
 keep commodities supported (unlike the perfect  
 storm of late 2015, strong USD, deflation and  
 commodities falling off a cliff. Worth noting even  
 then, we never got a blowup in EM… Brazil came  
 close, but still bounced back).
3.  Global growth continues and stays robust, even  
 though we are probably due for some mean  
 reversion on some of the economic surprise indices. 

Those that have been following our weekly Macro 
Monday calls will note that our high conviction 
USDMXN 19.13 (c. 15.50/16.50 E-17), CADMXN 14.33 
(c. 12.50/13.00 E-17) & USDRUB 57.58 (c. 48/53 E-17) 
shorts have been doing quite well. 

Tactically I favour EUR upside, across the majority of 
the crosses especially against US dollar. I think we 
will go from the 1.08 handle to the 1.12/1.15 range 
before the end of Q2. This would have obvious negative 
implications from a lot of the Eurozone exporters that 
have had quite a run over the last few months. 

With the expectations of continued structural rising 
rates globally and most recently with the ECB pivot, I 
favour being short bunds and we could easily go from 
these 40bp levels to 80bp before the end of the Q2. 
Remember we got to circa 51bp from just US rates 
going up – pre the ECB pivot. We’ve already seen strong 
‘normalisation’/tightening rhetoric from Jens Weidman 
and with the German elections set for September, I’ll bet 
your left arm, every politician will be talking about how 
rates need to normalise and how the German inflation 
demon is just out of control. 

Lastly, despite the BoJ being the last central bank that 
will want to move towards tightening (40bp inflation 
is a far cry from its 200bp target), the Japanese yield 
curve will be pushed up as US and Eurozone rates 
move upwards – yield curve targeting or no yield curve 
targeting .  

KEY RISKS FOR Q2

LE PEN WIN WOULD SEE BUNDS AT SUB 20BP  
& EURUSD DROP BY 10%

OIL COLLAPSE WITH WTI DROPPING TO LOW 
$40S/BARREL COULD REVIVE DEFLATIONARY 
FEARS AND KILL THE INFLATIONARY SPIRITS 

LACK OF A QUICK PASSING OF THE AFFORDABLE 
CARE ACT (ACA OR OBAMACARE) IN THE US 
(PARTICULARLY IN THE SENATE) COULD SEE THE 
MARKET QUESTION THE TIMING.
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A MORE VOLATILE FX MARKET 

FX volatility declined notably in the first quarter of 2017 
despite Brexit, European Union political uncertainty 
ahead of the critical French presidential election in April/
May, and US president Donald Trump’s inability to hit the 
ground running with his campaign promises as he spent 
most of his energy picking fights with the media and 
others he accuses of conspiring against him. 

Q2 could well see much of the uncertainty lifting on the 
EU political front as we work to the other side of the 
French election and as the market appropriately prices 
the European growth comeback.

 In the US, we should also get a sense of whether Trump 
is sidelined by his inability to function in the Washington 
political “swamp” or whether he can rally the rare 
majority he holds in the House and Senate to pass the 
much-anticipated policies that could boost the US dollar. 

In any case, we suspect that the remarkable lull 
in volatility in Q1 – which at times took FX options 

volatilities close to their lowest levels since 2014 – will 
yield to a more volatile market as we sort through 
important themes and after global complacency levels 
reached extremes in Q1 . 

THE TRUMP TRADE… DOWN BUT NOT OUT?
 
Trump got off to a rough start and had a very hard time 
convincing the market that his campaign promises 
would crystallise into real policies any time in the 
foreseeable future. Nonetheless, despite these stumbles, 
Trump does have the majority in both houses of 
Congress, which remains the crucial prerequisite for 
shaping policy . 

With an eye toward the 2018 election cycle, the 
Republican party knows that it will receive all of the 
blame or credit (depending on the state of the economy 
at that time) and even the anti-Trump Republicans will 
likely try to get something constructive done with Trump 
in the interim . So we wouldn’t count Trump’s chances 
out, though timing remains uncertain .

CHOPPY WATERS 
AHEAD
  BY JOHN J HARDY

For Q2, we focus on three major themes – a reassessment of the euro on fading European 
political risk, a slowing China and its effect on commodity-linked and EM currencies, and 
uncertainty on the US dollar outlook as Trump either continues to stumble or reinvigorates 
“the Trump Trade” that stumbled badly in his first two months in office.

THE SECOND QUARTER OF 2017 COULD WELL  
SEE MUCH OF THE UNCERTAINTY LIFTING ON  
THE EU POLITICAL FRONT AS WE WORK TO  
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE FRENCH ELECTION
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Q2 should provide a pivot in expectations after a 
long fizzle since Trump’s inauguration. We mention 
Trump before discussing the Federal Reserve because 
we suspect that the Fed adjustments to the existing 
guidance (about four rate hikes over the next 18 months 
priced in late March) will only be made on notable data 
surprises or new Trump administration policies . 
Risks are two-way for the USD in Q2, mostly depending 
on Trump, though the upside potential has increased 
due to the market’s growing scepticism.  

EUR REBOUND?
 
The euro has managed to sail rather calmly through all 
of the political uncertainty in the first part of 2017 due 
to the obvious strength of incoming data across Europe 
and European Central Bank president Mario Draghi’s 
forced admission that the outlook has improved 
sufficiently, and that the bank needs to ease off on 
fretting the downside risks. 

The market has taken things a step farther and even 
started pricing in the first rate hikes from the ECB by 
early next year. At the longer end of the yield curve, 
European rates have actually risen more than US rates 
in Q1, keeping the euro well away from the lows seen 
at the shift to the new year. Further upside for rates is 
certainly likely if we ease through the French election 
with a weak showing from Marine Le Pen and see 
further adjustments to rate expectations out the curve 
on anticipation of an ECB taper. 

An important caveat for the long term – though one 
that may be too early to fret in Q2 – is how the weakest 
peripheral countries, most importantly Italy, will deal 
with an ECB taper if there isn’t an effort to begin issuing 
EU bonds. See our thoughts on CHF for more on this…

CHINESE TIGHTENING THE SCREWS
 
China pumped enormous liquidity into its economy 
in 2015 and 2016 to spark growth and to sidestep a 
credit bust. Additionally, China reduced capacity in key 
industries like coal and steel to support prices to avoid 
stress on heavily indebted SOEs. 

Over the last few months, it has executed a reversal of 
liquidity provision and credit conditions are tightening 
as we head into Q2 . 

Chinese credit trends are important, not just for 
China, but for world economic activity, and the liquidity 
withdrawal is likely to hit with an increasing impact in Q2 
and Q3, which could start to rein in the enthusiasm for 
China-linked commodities and economies. 

Among the G7 currencies, we would single out Australia 
in particular as China now has an enormous stockpile 
of one of Australia’s most important exports, iron ore. 
Enthusiasm for emerging markets in general could also 
be tempered by signs of a deceleration in Chinese growth.  
 

BOJ GOING TO HAVE A  
HARD TIME KEEPING IT CHEAP
 
The Bank of Japan could not have dreamed of more 
fortuitous timing when it switched to the yield-curve 
control policy, as it coincided with a massive rise in US 
yields that saw spreads between Japan and the rest of 
the world widen drastically and force the adjustment in 
Japan’s currency rather than in the bond market. 

In late Q1, the JPY picked up steam on a rocky episode 
of weak risk appetite that also saw sharply lower yields 
in the US as the Trump trade showed signs of faltering. 

THE BREXIT PROCESS COULD 
TAKE MANY YEARS TO UNFOLD 
AND THIS COULD SEE THE 
MARKET GRADUALLY UNWIND 
THE UNCERTAINTY DISCOUNT’
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This episode underlined how sensitive the JPY remains 
to both moves in yields and risk appetite, which often 
move together in times of stress. If we see a further 
frustration with the lack of progress in the Trump trade 
and the global reflation trade as well (possibly linked 
to our China concerns) and a notable correction in risk 
appetite, the yen might post solid gains at times during 
Q2, particularly against the currencies that have been 
the most popular over the prior 15 months, like EM and 
the commodity dollars . 

On the flipside, if yields pick up again and the global 
outlook remains steady, the Bank of Japan may be 
forced in Q2 to do what the ECB did in Q1: admit that 
the domestic economy is improving and that this might 
eventually mean an adjustment to its monetary policy 
framework. 

In general, JPY downside may be limited under both ugly 
and more benign scenarios.

STERLING – TOO EARLY TO MAKE THE CALL

By all accounts, sterling is very cheap on a trade-
weighted basis, though it was far cheaper still against 
the euro during the depths of the global financial 
crisis. It is certainly arguable that a discounted sterling 
is justified given the UK’s still-large twin deficits and 
the overhanging uncertainty of the Brexit process 
from here. We think that the UK will eventually get a 
reasonable deal from the continent, and that the long-
term potential for sterling in broad exchange-rate terms 
lies to the upside . 

The problem for us is the timing – is it time now, or must 
we delve further into the details of where the sticking 
points are in the Brexit negotiations? This process, it 
must be noted, won’t really get under way in earnest 
until after the German election, and if that election 
proves closely contested the market will not know with 
whom London will be negotiating. 

Above all else, the Brexit process could take many 
years to unfold and this could see the market gradually 
unwind the “uncertainty discount” . 

AS FOR THE REST: 

CHF – the Swiss franc has been frustrating for FX 
investors and traders for a long time as the currency 
remains under sufficient upside pressure that the Swiss 
National Bank has been forced to continue intervening 
heavily to keep EURCHF from falling even further (and 
EURCHF has been more or less dead in the water). 

The key stumbling block for safe-haven seekers looking 
to unwind their costly CHF longs (due to negative carry) 
is possibly not the French elections, but rather the 
longer-term EU political outlook, as well as the fact that 
existential risks remain as long as the EU fails to issue 
mutual debt bonds. 

How easily can Italy, for example, roll its €600 billion in 
sovereign debt that matures 2018 through 2021 without 
ECB quantitative easing? The window for the EU bonds 
may not open up until after the German election this fall, 
as a Martin Schulz victory might pave the way for a more 
generous commitment to a more fiscally integrated EU 
from Germany – hard to gauge the likelihood yet, but 
this scenario seems far more likely than would ever be 
possible under finance minister Wolfgang Schaeuble. 

The announcement of EU mutual bonds could signal 
potential for EURCHF to hit 1.20 or even much higher.

AUD, CAD, AND NZD – the commodity dollars provided 
interesting subplots in Q1 and could continue to do 
so in Q2. NZD has begun unwinding its egregious 
over-valuation, while CAD on a relative basis looks 
underpriced if the Trump trade is re-engaged… and 
even if it isn’t. We also note AUD risks from its housing 
market finally risking rolling over as Australian banks 
tighten credit standards and as China’s momentum may 
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continue to slow. So AUDCAD downside and EURNZD 
upside are examples of themes that could emerge 
based on our expectations for the quarter.

NOK AND SEK – we like SEK on a relative value basis 
versus the euro, and because Sweden is traditionally 
leveraged to the European economy through its strong 
export-oriented economy. As well, the Riksbank is slowly 
dragging itself away from a dovish outlook. NOK is less 
attractive and Q1 saw a strong downshift in the Norges 
Bank’s inflation expectations and we expect oil prices 
will remain under pressure from a heavy overhang of 
supply . 

EMERGING MARKET CURRENCIES – after a sizeable 
interruption after the US presidential election last 
November, emerging-market currencies rallied hard in 
Q1 in an echo of the massive early 2016 surge.  

The Mexican peso was the star of the lot as the market 
finally tired of Trump’s constant bashing (which was 
counterproductive to his own aims of making the MXN 
less competitive to the USD); more measured rhetoric 
from Trump cabinet officials saw enormous interest in 
the peso in Q1 . 

A general softness in the US dollar and a lack of fears 
that the Fed will have to accelerate its benign rate hike 
pace were key supports for EM and carry trades across 
the board. From here, the path to further EM upside 
looks difficult due to the tremendous adjustments higher 
and as global risk complacency is near all-time highs. 

We also harbour a concern that Chinese liquidity 
withdrawal could weigh on the outlook for EM currencies 
in Q2 and Q3, likewise tempering enthusiasm for the 
reflation trade. 
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Entering springtime and summer always brings in a 
certain kind of optimism, at least for us northerners, 
who at this point have struggled with darkness and 
freezing temperatures for five months in a row. That 
optimism applies to financial markets too. 

In fact our upbeat Q1 view entering 2017 has to a large 
extent materialised . Equities are on multi-year highs, 
inflation and growth have surprised to the upside, 
despite a never ending stream of political-risk factors. 
In fact, the political-risk factors, the European elections, 
could very well have a less-than-expected impact on 
markets, but a high degree of uncertainty in the run up 
to elections (planned event risk) is inevitable. 

Global yields are also higher, and in line with our 
predictions, but this is where we believe things still need 
to unfold. We are disappointed at the level of global core 
yields, and therefore this is where we advise caution. 
However, for the moment, there are factors hindering 
the breakout of global yield from the present trading 
pattern, and why a move higher in global yields could 
be delayed or even compromised by the following 
components . 

EUROPEAN ELECTIONS
 
Seen from a market perspective, the fear of elections 
in Europe is related to anti-EU protest voters forming 

governments that will further threaten to tear the EU 
project apart. That is the fear, and that is also why we 
expect a significant buildup of risk-off up to the French 
election . 

But even in the case of a ‘No’ EU government forming in 
France, there is a huge possibility that such a government 
will be deprived of real power. So we believe that the 
largest proportion of the political-related risk will vanish 
after the French election, making room for a relief rally in 
riskier assets, but also eliminating safe-haven premium 
in core markets like the German, Dutch or Danish bond 
markets, and sending the overall core-yield levels higher. 

In September, the German election can restart another 
round of moderate risk-off, although we do not see the 
same market concerns regarding this election, at this 
point in time . 

OIL PRICE CRASH
 
Oil prices stabilised in 2016, and the level around $50/
barrel is positive for inflation components, as the impact 
of the huge drop to $27/b in early 2016, has been 
replaced by an increase in the oil price. 

This means together with other factors that inflation is 
picking up, and still will produce a modest base effect 
which eventually will send global-yield levels higher.  

STEADY   
AS SHE GOES
 BY SIMON FASDAL

This could be a quarter that sees relative stability in global bond markets but a dive in the oil 
price or geopolitical risk could be the rock on which the steady ship founders.

WE EXPECT A SIGNIFICANT 
BUILDUP OF RISK-OFF UP TO 
THE FRENCH ELECTION
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On the other hand, a revisit back to the $20s/b level in 
oil, could see a significant impact on not only inflation 
expectations, but also bring back volatility on financial 
markets, with a knee-jerk reaction of lower equities and 
lower global yields. 

Could there be another oil market crash? The problem 
is that despite increasingly higher demand projected 
on the basis of higher global growth, the supply is still 
abundant and ever increasing, with the very adaptable 
shale oil market capping the market in any attempt to 
send oil prices higher . 

Furthermore, taking into account the major positioning 
in the oil futures market is also critical and could 
send the price into a downward death spiral, as any 
unwinding of the positioning will unleash a record high 
of potential oil futures selling.  

GEOPOLITICS 

We do not see a tailrisk to markets from current 
geopolitical issues. However, developments in Turkey 
could increase uncertainty in Europe, but with an 
expected small impact on markets. However a standoff 
in the Turkish political situation can create waves for 
the Turkish and generate spillover to other emerging 
markets. 

So, despite our firm base-case belief that we will 
continue to see gradually higher yields throughout the 
year, and potential risk on rallies in riskier assets after 
elections, the above factors could change this. 

If we do not see the expected positive development, 
some fixed-income markets may trade too cheap at the 
present moment. In our view, markets linked directly to 
the dollar benchmark curve is on our radar and could 
easily deliver a bounty of returns, if the accumulated 
expectations on fiscal policies, higher global growth 
and inflation are not met. The US corporate bond 
market will benefit if we enter another round of lower 
global yields, and will become ripe for positioning, if the 
disappointment is confirmed. 

EM = EASY MONEY? 

Our year-long positive view on emerging-market bonds 
has been confirmed by significant gains in most major 
EM-bond markets. We still support this view entering 
Q2, and see the continued gradual improvement in 
major EM economies as having a stronger impact on the 
attractiveness of the asset class, than gradually rising 
global core yields.
 
One of the reasons for that, is the moderate risk/reward 
premiums in the EM asset class, which we believe will 
continue to attract investors, as we see more and 
more EM markets becoming globalised, standardised 
and easier to trade and price against their developed-
market peers.  

At the same time, several EM countries are becoming 
more mature and some of the quite risky early EM risk 
factors such as a lack of market structure/frameworks 
and market illiquidity dissappear, as the economy and 
financial systems enter a more developed stage.

STEADY   
AS SHE GOES

A REVISIT BACK TO THE $20S/B LEVEL IN OIL COULD 
SEE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON NOT ONLY INFLATION 
EXPECTATIONS, BUT ALSO BRING BACK VOLATILITY  
ON FINANCIAL MARKETS, WITH A KNEE-JERK REACTION  
OF LOWER EQUITIES AND LOWER GLOBAL YIELDS
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On the other hand, we do not expect 2017 to be a ride 
without bumps, and especially a build-up on Federal 
Reserve expectations or geopolitical uncertainty 
can bring in turbulence for the asset class. Also EM 
currencies are at risk of being challenged during 2017. 

POLITICAL IMPACT IS OVERRATED 

The experience of political events during 2016 is that 
the market is reacting by building up expectations 
before these planned events. Typically risk is taken out 
of the market, and from a fixed-income perspective, 
core bonds often rally before the events on the back of 
this risk-off positioning. 

Often the positioning is due to large in scale funds that 
in many cases are forced to take down risk levels, due 
to internal or external risk models. The magnitude of 
the pre-event positioning has in two major cases been 
shown to be superficial, with significant relief rallies 
in riskier assets on the back of the event, even when 
worst-case scenarios unfold.

This is something to have in mind as we enter two major 
European elections with the same pattern of planned-
event risk.  On the bond side we are especially cautious 
on European core yields post the French election if it 
becomes a non-event, which is highly likely.  

The combination of improving European macro and 
higher inflation together with a European Central Bank 
under pressure to change course, could turn out to be 
an unhealthy cocktail for European bond markets.

We expect inflation and yields to gradually move higher, 
but risk factors to this scenario could arise from oil 
prices and geopolitical events . We also expect the 
elections in Europe to have a significant build-up of risk-
off positioning, suppressing European core yields prior 
to elections . 
 
The largest risk factor in bond markets are a potential 
post-election relief rally, that could drive European 
core yields higher more quickly than the market can 
absorb, especially if a less dovish ECB emerges after the 
election .
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COLD-STONE   
SOBER
 BY OLE HANSEN

Commodities bulls may have entered Q1 on a wave of enthusiasm spurred by the great 
reflation trade, but there has been a sharp reality check that looks like being a bonus for  
gold and negative for oil.

THE FRAGILE SENTIMENT WHICH RESULTED 
IN A SHARP CORRECTION DURING MARCH IS 
UNLIKELY TO GO AWAY ANY TIME SOON

OIL PRICES ARE NOT READY TO RECOVER 

The excitement that ripped through the commodity 
space following the election of Donald Trump last 
November in the US and Opec’s agreement to cut 
production helped trigger a dramatic increase in 
speculative demand which lasted well into February. 

What however became increasingly apparent during  
the first quarter was the lack of price momentum to 
justify this bullish buildup in speculative bets. 

As the quarter ended oil was back under pressure  
with Opec and non-Opec production cuts diluted by  
increases elsewhere . 

Trump-based exuberance had begun to fade on doubts 
whether he would be able to get his growth policies 
through Congress . 

The Bloomberg commodity index - a basket of major 
commodities - has been trading sideways for the past 
year and renewed weakness, especially in crude oil, 
during March finally triggered a record amount of selling 
from funds. 

The second quarter is unlikely to be the turning point 
for the index as multiple risks persist within the different 
sectors . The dollar could end up providing some support 
with the bullish momentum continuing to fade, not least 
against the two major currencies of euro and Japanese yen.  
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Crude oil fundamentals are not yet strong enough to 
support a sustained recovery. This became apparent 
during the first quarter when oil met firm resistance 
above $55/barrel despite the support from funds which 
at one stage held bullish bets exceeding 1 billion barrels.

Opec and non-Opec members efforts to curb 
production received a lot of positive attention. The 
realisation, however, that the process was being 
hampered by lack of compliance from individual 
members and rising production elsewhere, helped 
trigger some renewed weakness.

The fragile sentiment which resulted in a sharp 
correction during March is unlikely to go away any time 
soon. Opec is potentially being forced to extend current 
production cuts beyond six months to achieve its goal of 
balancing the market. 

But an extension of the deal would require Opec and 
non-Opec producers to agree. There have been signs of 
frustration from Saudi Arabia related to slow compliance 
from Russia and Iraq. The question remains how a deal 
would survive for a full 12 months given the signs of 
unease less than 12 weeks into the deal.

In the US, production continues to increase on a weekly 
basis. The number of oil rigs are back to September 
2015 levels while wellhead breakeven prices have fallen 
and production per rig is going up . With more than 
35% of the 2017 production already hedged (source: 
Goldman Sachs), a downside move has to be substantial 
in order to change the current outlook for rising US 
production .

SOURCE: SAXO BANK
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Our $50/b-before-$60/b-call on Brent crude oil was met during the first quarter and with the road to recovery 
continuing to be extended, we believe the best the market can hope for in Q2 is for Brent crude to stabilise around 
$50/b but cannot rule out a temporary drop to $45/b. We lower our year-end forecast to $58/b in the belief that 
demand growth and supply cuts eventually will positively impact the price .

CRUDE OIL

UPSIDE DOWNSIDE

Oil needs $55-65/b to attract renewed  
investment to meet rising demand 

Opec and non-Opec producers fail to deliver 
promised production cuts  

Geopolitical instability increases in key exporting 
countries

Increased production from Nigeria, Libya and  
not least the US

Deeper-than-expected Opec and non-Opec cuts Continued reduction in bullish bets from funds 

A weak dollar scenario unfolding Stubbornly high global inventories need lower 
prices to cap supply

Gold once again saw selling pressure ahead of a US rate 
hike but just like the previous two hikes in December 
2015 and 2016, the announcement marked a low 
point from where buyers returned. Following a strong 
beginning to the year on raised geopolitical concerns, 
both in Europe and the US, gold and silver were sold 
heavily ahead of the March 15 Federal Open Market 
Committee meeting . 

The feared hawkish hike failed to materialise with the 
FOMC maintaining its outlook for just two more rate 
hikes in 2017 followed by just another two in 2018. 
In signalling a steady course ahead with inflation and 
growth outlook subdued, both metals received a boost 
from both a weaker dollar and bond yields as well as 
signs that Trump’s honeymoon with the markets was 
being challenged.

Investors have maintained a lukewarm attitude to gold 
with a rapid build-up in speculative longs in January 
and February reflating very quickly ahead of FOMC. This 
does indicate that gold needs to see the bullish dollar 
and bond-yield expectations fade more than they have 
already . 

On the other hand, the world is currently facing a 
collection of geopolitical risks which in numerical terms, 
are the highest we have seen for a long time. This 
situation is likely to continue to attract demand from 
investors looking for diversification and a hedge against 
unforeseen events.

GOLD NEEDS TO SEE THE BULLISH DOLLAR 
AND BOND-YIELD EXPECTATIONS FADE 
MORE THAN THEY HAVE ALREADY
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COLD-STONE   
SOBER

Industrial metals are showing signs of weakness,  
despite multiple supply disruptions hitting copper 
especially. Hedge funds net-long positioning in silver  
is three times greater than the five-year average while 
for gold it is half. 

Considering these developments, we may see silver 
struggle relatively to gold . The gold-to-silver ratio has so 
far this year been trading between 68 and 72 and we 
may need to see it revisit the higher end of this range to 
attract additional interest . 

SOURCE: SAXO BANK

We maintain our end of year forecast for gold at $1,325/oz and based on a  
pick-up in industrial metals, we could see silver reaching $19/oz.

GOLD (PRECIOUS METALS)

UPSIDE DOWNSIDE

Market pricing in too much US growth and a  
too-hawkish FOMC

Trump’s growth creation pledge drives continued 
rotation out of bonds into stocks

Multiple geopolitical risks attracting 
diversification and hedging demand 

Surprise pickup in US activity putting additional 
pressure on the FOMC to hike more

Renewed equity market turmoil leading to lower 
bond yields  
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Any information or opinions in this material are not intended 
for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction or 
country where such distribution or use would be unlawful. The 
information in this document is not directed at or intended 
for “US Persons” within the meaning of the United States 
Securities Act of 1993, as amended and the United States 
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This disclaimer is subject to Saxo Bank’s Full Disclaimer 
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